As part of a systematic algorithm study, we present first results on a performance comparison between a multibosonic algorithm and the hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm as employed by the SESAM collaboration. The standard Wilson fermion action is used on 32 × 16 3 lattices at β = 5.5.
Introduction
The past six years have witnessed a number of large simulations of full QCD with two degenerate sea quarks and Wilson like actions. All of them were based on the hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm (HMC) which has been systematically improved over the years. These simulations, however, albeit being milestones for lattice QCD in the pre-Teracomputing age [1] , suffer from severe restrictions that prevent them to be truly realistic: we need to go to lighter quark masses and operate with three flavors with masses eventually approaching the physical mass.
This situation has been motivating research and development of alternative algorithms of the multibosonic variety (MBA) that promise in principle to overcome some of the restrictions of HMC mentioned. It has been shown that MBA can indeed be geared to reach the efficiency of HMC [2] and encouraging results have been achieved with MBA for the treatment of finite density QCD [3] , supersymmetric field theories [4] as well as the case of three dynamical fermion flavors [5] .
In this contribution we wish to describe our benchmarking of MBA, performed in the quest to achieve lighter quark masses than previously * Email: Wolfram.Schroers@Feldtheorie.de possible in the SESAM and other full QCD simulations. For details regarding the HMC algorithm used see ref. [6] .
Gauging performance
The efficiency of an algorithm is most suitably quoted as the computational cost, E ind , for producing a statistically independent vacuum gauge field configuration within the Markov process, expressed in units of the number of necessary Diracmatrix vector M · φ multiplies:
with τ int being the integrated autocorrelation time measured in units of update sequences called "trajectories" each having a cost of E traj . Being Table 1 Working points chosen.
particularly interested in the quark mass dependence of the algorithms, we chose for our analysis two different quark mass settings, as given in table 1. Note that both quark masses are from the regime of current full QCD simulations.
Defining the MBA algorithm
The parameter space of MBA algorithms is large w.r.t. the HMC situation: MBA optimization proceeds (a) by finding a not too high order polynomial approximating the inverse of the fermion matrix at the given working point, (b) by devising an efficient "trajectory" in form of an updating sequence for the degrees of freedom and (c) by exploiting a method to correct for the remaining systematic error. Today, all MBAs use a noisy correction step for (c). For a detailed discussion see e.g. ref. [7, 8] .
For the construction of appropriate polynomials we followed the prescription proposed in ref. [9, 10] which employs the GMRES algorithm to find a non-hermitian approximation of the inverse Wilson matrix with ultraviolet-filtering on a small sample of thermalized gauge field configurations. This was done to minimize the polynomial order and hence the number of boson fields. Quadratically optimized polynomials [11] need about 2 − 3 times more boson fields for similar acceptance rates.
The other key element for the optimization of an MBA is the choice of "trajectory", T , i.e., the basic updating pattern. For that matter, one has to devise an appropriate blend of gauge and boson field updates. We have chosen the "trajectory" to be
with C being the final accept/reject correction step, O g (O b ) a gauge (boson) field overrelaxation sweep and H b a boson field global quasiheat bath [12] . The number of boson fields is tuned such as to ensure a good acceptance rate in the ball-park of 60 − 70%. As a result we obtained the values quoted in table 2.
Results
The determination of accurate autocorrelation times, τ int , needs very long Monte Carlo time κ n P acc ∆β 0.159 24 60.3% 0.876 0.160 42 65.9% 1.763 Table 2 Number of boson fields n required for the MBA with the resulting acceptance rates at the two working points and the shift of the gauge coupling used for UV-filtering.
histories. The number of trajectories underlying the present analysis together with our results for the efficiencies, E ind , are collected in table 4. At κ = 0.160, we have also used the topological charge, Q, as a monitor for autocorrelations. Table 3 Average plaquette, non-singlet pseudo-scalar (am π ) and vector (am ρ ) meson masses.
As a check for our simulation code we have computed the average plaquette and (non-singlet) pseudo-scalar and vector meson mass values, as shown in table 3. They agree within errors.
E ind (plaq) has been obtained from direct integration of the plaquette autocorrelation functions while for the masses the jackknife blocking technique has been applied. The latter method only allows for a rather crude estimate of autocorrelation times, so that we concentrate mainly on the plaquette in the following, where we have safe control over statistical errors:
The statistics at the point κ = 0.159 covers about 320 autocorrelation times for the HMC and 140 for the MBA. At the working point κ = 0.160, the HMC series has a length of 140 and the MBA of 160 times τ int . Hence, the statistics is sufficient for the results to be conclusive. Table 4 Lengths of MC runs, estimated plaquette autocorrelation times and total cost, E ind , for producing one configuration decorrelated w.r.t. various observables, from HMC and MBA.
From table 4 one finds that E ind (plaq) is about equal for MBA and HMC at the larger quark mass. The total effort in the case of the HMC increases by a factor of 8 when stepping down in quark mass, while at the same time the cost for MBA 'only' rises by a factor of 2.7. Consequently, the MBA has become almost a factor of three more efficient than HMC.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated in a realistic setting that MBA-type sampling techniques are not at all inferior to the state-of-the-art HMC techniques and appear to show superior scaling behavior in quark masses. We have established here a better scaling behavior of MBA, leading to a gain factor of almost three in favor of the particular MBA variant at currently reachable quark masses.
It remains to be seen to what extent this encouraging result will pertain in the regime of smaller quark masses. The ultimate aim is to push full QCD simulation with Wilson like fermions below the point m π /m ρ ≤ 0.5.
Another point to check is whether the MBA variant considered in this paper with its nonhermitian approximation will remain operational for practical simulations in the deeper chiral regime. Because the GMRES method suffers from numerical instabilities for increasing orders n, one might have to take recourse -even on 32 × 16 3 lattices -to 128-bit precision. A more extended MBA study in this direction is in preparation [13] .
